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Sunday, the final day. Traditionally, the Sunday starts at a 
more leisurely pace, more coffee is consumed than before 
and bacon and eggs are more coveted than on the other 
days. The calm before the storm, for the finals will be 
blood-curdling. The Netherlands and Willem Greve are 
going for the gold in the 5-yr-olds, which are remarkably 
powerful this year. Ireland and Gerard O’Neill win the 
6-yr-olds with the Lux Z products Killossery Kaiden. 
The late afternoon is the time for the real test, the finals 
of the 7-yr-olds. After a considerable course at 1m45 
only 5 combinations have managed to qualify for the 
jump-off and in the end it is the Zangersheide product, 
bred by Harrie Theeuwes, Think Twice 111 Z, that is 
allowed to carry the last and golden medal back home.

Saturday is traditionally for the consolation rounds. Jens 
Nijs received the best consolation for his non-selection 
for the finals, winning the minor finals on Zandro Z 
(Zandor Z). Victory in the 6-yr-olds goes to the Irish 
Michael Pender, Rodrigo Almeida takes the lead in the 
7-yr-olds. After an exciting BC the victory eventually 
goes to Pieter Devos and the family celebrates this that 
evening at the again spectacular auction. Topper of the 
evening is the very handsome Azuro de Laubry Z (Aktion 
Pur Z) who moves to France for € 42,000. Almost 
everyone has a reason to celebrate on Saturday; breeders 
who sold their foals well, owners readying themselves 
for the finals, the consoled, who have a great weekend 
behind them, anyway… it is therefore very crowded in 
the Buddha Bar and the dancing goes on until the early 
hours… Everyone is partying? Not all, the riders that 
will jump in tomorrow’s finals are nowhere to be seen…

31.3 °C, no less, and in this heat the first round of the 
BC started and Pieter Devos immediately took the lead 
in the speed class. 

On Thursday it is still hot and as many as 683 young 
horses started in their age categories. For some the dream 
is soon over, at this level having a fence down or scoring 
a few time penalties may well disqualify you for the 
finals. Patrick Spits takes the lead in the 7-yr-olds with 
Belissimo Z. Devos and Espoir are still heading the BC. 

Friday is the day for the stallions, indoor the free jumping 
of the newly to be licensed stallions is assessed by the 
international trio Meyer, Tilleman and Levallois. In the 
Ratina arena Jerome Guery wins the Sires of the World. 
When evening falls it is ‘Auction time’. Auctioneer Frederik 
de Backer sells the best Z-foals for record prices of as much 
as € 21,154 on average with a top price of € 60,000 for the 
athletic Balzac de Hus Z, bred by Xavier Marie.

In Rome, on Saint Peter’s Square, Mother Teresa is 
declared a saint, in Rio de Janeiro the Paralympic 
Summer Games are on their way, in Russia the election 
for Parliament has started and in the USA Clinton and 
Trump are in debate… Paradise, however, can be found 
in Belgium, more specifically in the attractive, Limburg 
municipality of Lanaken. There, for the 22nd time, the 
FEI/WBFSH World Breeding Championships for Young 
horses has started. Every horse-fan or rider wants to be 
there, for that is where the stars of tomorrow will be 
introduced to the large public, and vice versa. 

The 2016 World Championships for Young Horses will 
enter history as the first organised without their initiator, 
Léon Melchior. The entire Zangersheide team did their 
best to make this a dream edition. And it certainly 
was a success! An edition full of records, starting with 
the record of the best sponsor of all, the weather. On 
Wednesday the thermometer in Lanaken reached 

September 2016… 


